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Traffic Apocalypse 

By Matt Plass 

 

A slug brought cars to a standstill on the Hipfield Road. It crawled into a traffic 

light, wrapped its slick foot around a transformer and shorted the circuit board. 

On this December morning commuters had already been busy in the dark with 

their scrapers. Now, locked in tailback, they peered through snow-lined 

windscreens, a column of furious Christmas cards.  

At the lights Maddy Stone, a fat cuckoo in a Clio, retreated further into her snood. 

Never mind that the light had been red for seven minutes. Red means stop. 

Maddy was going nowhere.  

Behind Maddy, a flatbed lorry sank onto its suspension with a hydraulic sigh. Pat 

White killed the engine and reached for his rolling tobacco. Pat’s cab-mate, 

Ronnie, jabbed a finger at the Clio.    

‘Have a word.’ 

Pat and Ronnie were pulling four tons of scaffolding to a builder’s yard in 

Peckham. Their reward would be an hour of lugging frozen poles across a bitter 

wasteland.  

Pat said, ‘Your funeral. Shut the door behind you.’ 
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Ronnie sucked on his teeth. ‘Broken traffic light.’ He sniffed and opened his 

paper. ‘Job for the council.’  

Behind Pat and Ronnie, Martin and Sandy Jackson simmered in their Prius. The 

broken traffic light and Maddy’s plump Clio were obscured; the Jacksons saw 

only a honeycomb of scaffolding ends. Sandy took off her gloves and slapped 

them against the dashboard. ‘I told you to go the back way.’ 

‘This way’s quicker,’ said Martin and wished a plague upon the scaffolders. ‘I 

cannot be late today.’ 

‘This time of year, back way’s best.’ Sandy was right, she had told him. Sandy 

put her gloves back on and flexed her fingers.  

Martin refocused his anger on the car behind. ‘I’d reverse out, but that idiot’s up 

my backside.’ Martin flapped a hand: go back, go back.   

‘They can’t see you, the window’s frosted. You’ll have to get out,’ said Sandy. 

Why should she budge? If you’re in the right, the other person has to get out. 

That’s how it works. 

Behind the Jacksons, Kai Byrne skipped through discs on the CD changer, but 

his eyes never left the temperature gauge. I’ll distract its attention, he thought 

vaguely. Kai’s Escort had many bad habits. It particularly resented standing in 

traffic. What was that rising from beyond the bonnet? Exhaust from the Prius or 

the first wisps from his own ailing radiator?  

‘Even you won’t overheat in this weather,’ Kai said out loud. He peered through 

the frosted glass, trying to read the smoke signals. 
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Wedged between Kai’s Escort and a Big Yellow Bus, the Porta family from Spain 

huddled in a rented Mercedes People Carrier. The heater was broken: It blew air, 

but icy air. There were two adult Portas, three teenage Portas, a nine-year-old 

Porta and a Porta toddler. England will be beautiful in December, they’d been 

told, like a postcard.  

Raul Porta looked at his hands on the steering wheel. Already they resembled 

blue claws. And why hadn’t he worn the thicker socks?   

‘So now we are just stop for no reason.’ Raul’s pledge to speak only English 

while in England held. By a thread.  

His wife, Jenna, turned to him with a face of terrible wonder. How could anything 

be this cold? Jenna turned to absorb a wave of undiluted resentment from her 

three shivering teens.  

‘I hate this country, Raul,' she said in English. Her shoulders spasmed in the chill. 

‘Frozed food, frozed weather, frozed people.’ In the Arctic wasteland behind 

Jenna, the Porta toddler began to wail. 

At the back of the jam, a stopper in a bottle, the Big Yellow Bus idled. Big Yellow 

run their busses on used cooking fat instead of diesel. They are a friend to the 

environment and have won awards. Big Yellow busses hum like the kitchen of a 

greasy spoon cafe. A queasy ride.    

Lynda Mears had driven for Big Yellow since April. Her friends teased her about 

the smell. She lied and said it didn’t notice after a while. Every weekday morning, 

Lynda delivered her parcel of commercial England to the high street: Sales 

managers; junior solicitors; people who did things with telephones; people who 

did things with computers; customer service advisors; marketing coordinators; 
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students; pensioners; security guards; always one sullen teenager flicking crisps; 

always one gothic girl with panda eyes. The bus gargled second-hand cooking 

fat and a powerful fan heater spread smoky fumes throughout both decks. The 

passengers began to feel like ingredients in yesterday’s fry up.    

Back at the head of the queue, Maddy Stone tutted at the stubborn red light. It 

was no biggie. Maddy had the heater on and a bag of Werther’s in the glove 

compartment. She may as well be there as anywhere.  

Behind Maddy, Martin Jackson decided he could not accept his fate. Either that 

truck moved forward or the Escort would have to back up. Martin climbed out of 

the Prius into icy air. With his neck rigid against the cold, Martin turned his whole 

body from the Flatbed to the Escort and back again. Scaffolding meant 

scaffolders. Martin would take his chances with the Escort.  

Seeing Martin approach, Kai leapt from his unfaithful car. This dude's going to 

say my radiator’s on fire, he thought. 

At the same time, Raul Porta decided it could hardly be colder outside than in 

and he may as well investigate the delay. He, too, stepped out into the chill. 

The three men met on the icy tarmac, a trio of determined penguins. 

‘It’s my car,’ said Kai. Two distinct plumes rose into the air; a thin grey stream 

from the Prius’ exhaust and a choky, darker column from his own grill.  

‘Bloody right,' said Martin. 'You’ll have to back her out.' 

Raul Porta had prepared a sentence during his ice-shuffle from the Mercedes: 

Excuse me, he planned to say. What is the problem? 
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What he actually said to Martin was, ‘Excuse me. What is your problem?’ 

‘My problem?’ said Martin. ‘I only asked him to move back a yard. Not that it’s 

any of your business.’ 

Kai watched the column of radiator smoke thicken. It looked expensive. 

Raul, confused, had momentarily lost his grip on the language. He opened his 

mouth to question Martin, but what came out was a flood of Spanish. Martin 

spoke no Spanish but knew an insult when he heard one, in any tongue.  

Martin flipped a hand to dismiss Raul. On the glassy tarmac even that small 

movement was enough to tip his balance and his oxfords slid like skis. Martin felt 

it happen, felt his feet fly from under him. His arms windmilled. His grabbing 

hands found the lapels of Raul’s jacket.  

Raul, stocky as he was, could not resist the downward force of a middle-aged 

man in full wipe-out. Raul’s shoes lost purchase and he too grabbed at the 

nearest support. The nearest support happened to be Kai, who found his 

breathing checked by a hand around his throat. Battling gravity, locked together 

like skydivers in freefall, Martin, Kai and Raul spiralled slowly down. 

From the cab of the Big Yellow Bus, Lynda watched three men crumple into the 

snow. Were they... fighting? Lynda saw the passenger doors of the Prius and the 

Mercedes open simultaneously as reinforcements emerged. Sandy Jackson and 

Jenna Portas skated towards their floundering husbands.  

‘Get off him,’ screamed Jenna at Martin.  

‘Get off them,’ screamed Sandy at Martin. 
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Neither woman had reckoned with the December frost. Sandy and Jenna 

slipped, slid, skidded and collided with the melee; turned it into a leg-kicking, 

arm-flailing, five-person soup. 

From up ahead, Ronnie and Pat heard raised voices. It sounded like... yes! 

Brilliant! A row! They were out of the cab in a heartbeat, slide-walking the length 

of the truck along scaffold banisters. 

‘Easy, now,’ said Pat to the cursing, writhing mess of scarves, duffel and leather.     

‘Watch the ladies,’ said Ronnie.  

Neither man moved to intervene.  

Back on Big Yellow, the heat was rising and so was the stench. Gothic panda 

broke first. With an audible pre-vomit uhlb she fled through the middle doors, a 

black-nailed hand pressed to black lips. Her exit set them all off; thirty-three 

gorges rose in unison and thirty-three citizens fought their way down the greasy 

pipe of the bus. They hit the ground like kids off a slide; tumbling, sliding, 

scrabbling to get out of each other’s way.  

There were now close to forty people fighting on ice. Fighting for balance, 

fighting to stand, fighting to survive. Hands gouged. Boots thrust. Heads butted. 

At one point, Martin found himself on top of Sandy, his own wife, with one hand 

pressing her face into the snow as he levered himself upwards, only to crash 

back down onto her chest. Sandy let out an oof of air. It was a while since she’d 

had her husband on top of her; she’d forgotten how heavy he was.  

Nearby, Jenna clawed at the nearest body for purchase, found one hand full of a 

strange man’s buttock, the other clasping his thigh. The man shook her off the 
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way you would an amorous dog, and Jenna was sucked back into the human 

octopus. Looking up she saw her children, their faces pressed against the 

Mercedes window, lost in awe and wonder. Had they ever looked so happy?  

The battle wore on. It was muted warfare, with only low grunts and snarls from 

the combatants; plus the sinister whiff, whiff, whiff of trouser on snow. This was a 

different species of man; primal, competing, Homo sapiens who had slipped a 

rung on the evolutionary ladder. The winner would be the first to stand, to walk 

on two legs not four.  

Raul Portas slewed into the path of the Gothic girl. Behind her layered mascara 

he saw something red, ancient, animal. She’ll tear my skin from the bone, he 

thought. And perhaps she might have done, if Kai’s Escort hadn’t chosen that 

very moment to explode in a volcanic geyser of steam and engine rust. The sky 

turned carbon black. Forty upturned human tortoises wailed and flapped their 

useless arms. Surely, this was the end of the world.  

***** 

When the world didn’t end, Martin risked a glance from under his elbow. He 

found himself surrounded by dazed survivors; thirty-eight empty, white faces 

dusted with orange-black engine rust.  

Ronnie fetched a rope and, together with Pat, laid scaffolding planks between the 

bus and the truck. Wordlessly, waking from its dream, the octopus untangled. 

Shame (or something like it – embarrassment perhaps) replaced fear. The 

combatants cursed their careful way back to their vehicles.  

An intermittent orange light heralded the arrival of a council truck. A man in a 

fluorescent tabard erected a temporary traffic light. Ronnie and Pat gave Kai’s 
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Escort a push to the side of the road. Kai helped them reload their planks. Pat 

coaxed the Flatbed’s diesel engine into life.   

Engines growled. The temporary traffic light flashed green.  

At the front of the line, Maddy Stone waved to the man in the tabard as she 

eased her way through the junction. Then came Pat and Ronnie. Martin and 

Sandy Jackson. Raul and Jenna Portas with their thousand-yard stares. Lynda 

counted her last passenger onto the Big Yellow Bus, stamped the clutch and 

crunched into first. See it all in this job, she thought.   

Two cars in front, Sandy turned to Martin. ‘You’re going to be late,’ she said. 

‘Want me to call them?’ 

Martin smiled and shook his head. He felt like first man, newly-evolved. Martin 

had eluded the apocalypse. And it was not even nine a.m. 
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